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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter BR-400P 12.5mm Spare BladeNT Cutter BR-400P 12.5mm Spare Blade

Designed for use with the R-1200P Carton Opener. This premium spare blade offers precisionDesigned for use with the R-1200P Carton Opener. This premium spare blade offers precision
and durability, making it an ideal tool for various cutting tasks.and durability, making it an ideal tool for various cutting tasks.

With a blade length of 37mm, a width of 12.5mm, and a thickness of 0.60mm, this silver-With a blade length of 37mm, a width of 12.5mm, and a thickness of 0.60mm, this silver-
coloured blade ensures clean and accurate cuts every time. The pack contains 10 sparecoloured blade ensures clean and accurate cuts every time. The pack contains 10 spare
blades, providing you with an ample supply for prolonged use.blades, providing you with an ample supply for prolonged use.
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SpecificationSpecification

Blade Length: 37mmBlade Length: 37mm
Blade Width: 12.5mmBlade Width: 12.5mm
Blade Thickness: 0.60mmBlade Thickness: 0.60mm
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

Specifically crafted as a replacement blade for the R-1200 model, it guarantees a seamless fitSpecifically crafted as a replacement blade for the R-1200 model, it guarantees a seamless fit
and performance. The blades are thoughtfully housed in a convenient plastic storage case,and performance. The blades are thoughtfully housed in a convenient plastic storage case,
promoting safekeeping and easy access.promoting safekeeping and easy access.

Designed by NT Cutter, a reputable brand known for crafting top-notch cutting tools, NTDesigned by NT Cutter, a reputable brand known for crafting top-notch cutting tools, NT
Cutter BR-400P is a reliable addition to your toolkit. Whether you're working on packages,Cutter BR-400P is a reliable addition to your toolkit. Whether you're working on packages,
cartons, or various materials, this blade promises exceptional cutting efficiency and longevity.cartons, or various materials, this blade promises exceptional cutting efficiency and longevity.

Ensure you always have the right tool for the job with the NT Cutter Spare Blade (0.60mm) forEnsure you always have the right tool for the job with the NT Cutter Spare Blade (0.60mm) for
R-1200P Carton Opener. Upgrade your cutting experience and achieve professional resultsR-1200P Carton Opener. Upgrade your cutting experience and achieve professional results
with this high-quality replacement bladewith this high-quality replacement blade

Packaged 10 BladesPackaged 10 Blades

Blades come in plastic storage caseBlades come in plastic storage case

Replacement blade for : R-1200Replacement blade for : R-1200
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